Case Study: British Airways

Localization Takes Flight
How British Airways maximized their translation
mileage in record time with Smartling.
smartling.com
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Case Study: British Airways
Continually improving the
customer experience both, on the

FAST FACTS
• Launched world’s first daily
international air service in 1919.
• Flies to over 200 destinations in 70
countries.
• Serves 40 million customers
annually.

SMARTLING SOLUTIONS
• Smartling Translation Management
System
• Smartling Global Delivery Network
• Smartling API

WHY SMARTLING
• Automated discovery and delivery
accelerate publication of dynamic

Course Corrections
Jones and his team compiled

ground and in the air, is a way of

a shortlist of potential solution

life for British Airways. But long

providers, but the vendor selection

before customers ever arrive

process quickly pivoted toward

at a terminal, the airline plants

Smartling after an initial demo of

the seeds of a pleasant journey

the Global Delivery Network. The

by providing essential travel

tool’s comprehensive discovery

information to customers in their

and visual presentation of British

preferred languages.

Airways’ digital content revealed
an opportunity to significantly

Due to the complexity of the

reduce the internal IT burden

company’s web and mobile

imposed by translation.

content management systems,
gathering and preparing files for

“Breaking the ‘hardwire’ between

translation on complex functional

our CMS and translation workflow

pages required assistance from

was the key to enabler greater

internal IT teams. Developers had

flexibility in managing languages

to generate visual previews of

across our digital estate ”

where text would be displayed in
order to achieve the high level of

British Airways agreed to put

translation quality demanded by

Smartling’s approach to the

the British Airways brand.

test with a single-language pilot
program to support a route

content.

With content strategists

launch to Korea. The version was

improves quality and reduces review

consistently promoting faster

requirements.

completed in only the time it

release cycles, and company

took to translate the 500k+ words

executives anticipating expansion

making up the site. The Global

into several additional languages,

Delivery Network immediately

Digital Content Production

demonstrated its value, helping

Manager, Geraint Jones, began to

content teams initiate and

critically examine the approach to

complete translation projects in

translation in 2014.

record time.

• In-context translation proactively

• Flexible integration options
empower users to work in their
preferred systems.
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Being able to deliver a new language on ba.com
in half the usual time enabled us to go live to
coincide with our first flight to Korea.
— Geraint Jones, Digital Content Production Manager, British Airways

Clear Skies

and accurately pull files into

allowed to retreat from the

As Jones continued to oversee

the translation environment

translation process altogether.

without IT assistance. And

Following migration off the

since Smartling automatically

previous platform, all 11 ba.com

generated visual context

languages are now managed

surrounding each snippet

through Smartling. It’s also

of web text, BA soon found

successfully enabled expansion

its translators consistently

through the implementation

outperforming quality indicators

of a new regional Travel Agent

from the previous year.

extranet, a first language for the

this implementation, employees
across the organization were
already taking note of translation
improvements.
Content teams were excited to
have a simple, centralized space
for authorizing and monitoring

BA App and language support for

translation jobs. Developers

In fact, regional colleagues who

its’ ‘new distribution’

were relieved to see that

were formerly tapped as internal

web-services.

content teams could instantly

reviewers were eventually

About Smartling
Smartling helps ambitious brands access more
markets, deliver better experiences, and build
stronger relationships by transforming the way
content is created and consumed around the
world. Our translation management platform
prioritizes process automation and intelligent
collaboration so that companies can quickly and
cost-effectively localize their websites, apps, and
documents with minimal IT involvement.
For more information, visit www.smartling.com.

Ready to get started?
Request a demo today to see how Smartling
is helping brands like InterContinental Hotels
Group, Canary, and Survey Monkey stay fluent
everywhere.
Contact Us
phone 1.866.70.SMART
window smartling.com
email hi@smartling.com
twitter Follow us on Twitter @smartling for updates
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